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References
JUVE:
Consistently listed as a “frequently recommended attorney“
„high expertise“, Competitor - juve 2019/2020
“great to work with, very reliable”, client – juve 2018/2019
Consistently listed as a "frequently recommended attorney"
Listed as one of the 9 “new people to watch in trademark and competition law up to an age of 45“ – juve 2012/2013
“As good as ever“, was the unanimous opinion in the market, where above all Jackermeier and Rassmann are frequently mentioned.“
– juve 2010/11“
“Excellent results, in particular when defending our trademarks, and fair prices“ - juve 2007/2008
“pithy, clear briefs“ - juve 2007/2008
“one of the top IP attorneys in matters of law“ - juve 2006/2007
WTR 1000:
Making this a triad of enforcement stars are Reinhard Ingerl and Christian Rassmann. Rassmann is a smart choice for multinational
skirmishes thanks to his business nous up-to-the-minute knowledge of the law across variousjurisdictions. - WTR 1000 - 2020
Reinhard Ingerl and Christian Rassmann are also enforcement experts. Rassmann’s complementary knowledge of copyright and
competition law positions him perfectly for interdisciplinary matters. - WTR 1000 - 2019
"Christian Rassmann continues to win companies over with his rigorous approach to branding issues and on-point counsel; he
publishes widely in the field." - WTR 1000 - 2017
“‚Worthy adversary“ Christian Rassmann is a true-blue litigator who can leverage on his prodigious contentious experience to
secure clients’ objectives.” - WTR 1000 - 2015
“Christian Rassmann „is an exceptional lawyer. He doesn‘t compromise and strictly enforces clients‘ rights. lf you need to go to
court, his is the number to call“. - WTR 1000 - 2014
“Christian Rassmann is another „extreme robust litigator“ - WTR 1000 - 2013
“… while Christian Rassmann continues to cultivate an excellent practice and deserved reputation“ - WTR 1000 - 2012
LEGAL 500:
Christian Raßmann 'has extensive experience with IP clients in the sport sector' and successfully represented adidas in an
infringement lawsuit carried out against PUMA at the German Federal Court of Justice (BGH) concerning the Bio-Web shoe model.
- Legal 500 - 2018
“...Trademark and competition law: The ‘tailored solutions‘ of Christian Rassmann produce ‘optimum results‘ - Legal 500 “very
dynamic, expert and solution-driven“ - Legal 500 - 2015
CHAMBERS EUROPE:
Christian Rassmann handles a range of contentious trade mark matters. He elicits praise from market sources for his "confident and
unforgiving" litigation style. - Chambers Europe 2020
Christian Rassmann has a strong focus on trade mark legislation and has been active on a number of contentious cases recently.
- Chambers Europe 2019

